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The “things to do” list
When a new year begins, everyone hopes it will 
bring positive novelties: we all prepare the list of 
the things we want to leave in the past and the 
one of those we would like to realize in the future. 
In particular in this period, when media tell us 
that the world must wait a lot before seeing a so-
lid economy, this list becomes essential: things 
can’t be better if you don’t plan your life looking 
for the future.
Therefore you must be able in your job: to get in-
formed and to be skilled in your trade, helps you 
to be appreciated by your customers. Information 
and learning could be also amusing and creative.
This is the idea of P&C online: a virtual magazi-
ne, which monthly proposes new recipes, strange 

news from the world, technical subjects. Every 
month P&C online reaches via mail many and 
many pizza workers in every corner of the wolrd 
(USA, Europe, Australia, Russia) and unites them 
like a big family!
So, in your “things to do” list for this 2011, in-
clude also “to wait every month for P&C online”. 
If you want, you can send it to your friends and 
your colleagues…the family will increase a lot 
and you’ll contribute to the diffusion of the good 
pizza art.
Write us to redazione@inputedizioni.it: we will 
be glad to receive your suggestions, questions and 
so on.
Happy new year by P&C online editing team!!
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Pizza becomes
Patrimony of Mankind
Mediterranean Diet has obtained this year a great re-
ward from UNESCO: they recognised this food regime 
as a non material Patrimony of Mankind. A precious tre-
asure that everyone on Earth must preserve.

UNESCO
It was in September 2008, when Italy presented to Une-
sco our Mediterranean Diet as a possible candidate, a 
nomination in which later also Spain, Greece and Mo-
rocco got involved. 
As you can fi nd on the web site of Unesco, “the de-
nomination “Mediterranean Diet” indicate an element 
of the non-material cultural patrimony concerning 
food culture in Mediterranean-wide. The word “Diet” 
derives from Greek etymology and means “life style”: 
it includes all practices, representations, expressions, 
knowledges, abilities and cultural spaces with which 
Mediterranean People created and recreated during the 
centuries a continuous interaction among culture, so-
cial organization, world of myth and religion, all this 
surrounding the well-eating.
In other words, all this means that our diet is an expres-
sion of our culture similarly a great monument such as 

the Colosseum. 
After the normal procedure, soon arrived from Nairo-
bi the response: the executive Committee of the World 
Patrimony Convention, who met in November in Kenya 
ratifi ed a favourable opinion and Mediterranean Diet 
entered in the famous list of Humanity Patrimonies. It 
was the fi rst food regime entering this prestigious list.   

Italian Pizza
But Italy proceeds on the way of success: a new nomi-
nation will be presented to Unesco Commission: “the 
Art of Neapolitan Pizza”. Neapolitan Pizza can yet be 
considered Patrimony of Humanity (being the most dif-
fused food in the world together with pasta). It is an ex-
cellent example of Mediterranean Diet, with its mix of 
wheat, mozzarella cheese, tomato and all the ancient 
wisdom of the expert pizza masters. For this specialty, 
become symbol of our Italian fl ag, Italy is going to ask 
a particular reward. The year 2011 will be decisive for 
the layout of this nomination: in that  all characteristics 
and motivations will be pointed out, according which 
the Art of pizza making could be considered a treasure 
for all mankind. 





the craziest news about pizza

In the United States the quantity of cheese on pizza has increased of 
40%. This is a serious report, appeared in a recent article on daily paper 
“Sole 24 Ore”. Aren’t you curious of knowing why cheese has so much 
success overseas? (what kind of cheese, don’t think of our good fresh 
mozzarella!)
Americans choose cheese under infl uence of mediatic power of adver-
tising.
Dairy Management, a society of marketing internal to the Agricultural 
Department of USA government, has prepared a campaign in collabo-
ration with Domino’s Pizza, in order to promote and educate Americans to a correct consume of cheese 
products. All this to prevent the great problem of obesity!
Please don’t think that we are against cheese! But let us do a serious refl ection: Domino’s Pizza has in-
creased its profi ts after this campaign, in a project going in opposite direction of that fi xed and aimed by 
USA Government, the promotion of an equilibrate diet. From one side USA Government chooses to fi ght 
against obesity, from the other side it encourages to consume fat cheeses…as a result Domino’s increases 
its business: obviously extra fi lling on pizzas means extra price!
Let’s give a zero for the conduct to USA campaign and to American pizza!

According to a British survey, happiness resides neither in the 
adrenaline of extreme sports, nor in the amazing discoveries of 
travels, nor in other . situations. Happiness is in everyday life. 
Happiness is our sofa, where to sink watching TV, eating pizza 
or chocolate. At least for the citizens of United Kingdom asked 
to give an answer to the existential question: what’s happiness? 
Many British people, besides eating pizza, would be very happy 
with an annual salary of 45thousand euros, or winning lottery. 
Money emerges like fundamental element of satisfaction, ear-
lier than health, social relationships or family. But searchers also 
asked: in what daily aspect of your life does happiness reside? In 
particular men answered: the greatest moment of daily happiness 
is watching TV while biting a big piece of pizza in the mouth!

Happiness in a pizza

USA: more cheese on pizza
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Pizza del Sud
L a  R i c e t t a

Ingredients:
• Tomato sauce
• Mozzarella
• Parmigiana aubergine
• Grana cheese 
• Basil

Procedure
Prepare a base “margherita” with mozzarella and 
tomato, add little dies of parmigiana aubergine. 
Bake. Once out, garnish with grana cheese fl akes 
and basil.
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Calzone alla Max
L a  R i c e t t a

Ingredients:
• Mozzarella
• Cheese cream
• Truffl e cream

Procedure
On a base of classic pizza add fresh mozzarella, 
cheese cream and truffl e cream.  Fold up the disk 
in the middle, in half moon shape, and bake.


